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XO-Cmdr_Winston:
::::: going over status reports::::::::

Lt_Carson:
::on the bridge at station::

Romulan_Tal:
::wondering what the scheming humans are up too

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::checking computer read out::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::on bridge at station::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::wondering how the ships got stuck here::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&::tries to reestablish contact with Tal, and the alien ship::

Ens_Spencer:
Captain, permission to go work on a way past the Planet Limit in Science Lab 3.

Cpt_French:
:: In the Ready Room , trying tocatch up with the situation ! ::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::checking all the comm systems::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&#Tal:  Come in; what is happening, and where did the Terran go?

Romulan_Tal:
&::Tal here K_Lyn, proceed::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::reviews surrounding area scans, overlays subspace and magetic imaging, looking for clues to get ship out of orbit::

Ens_Spencer:
&<Thomas> ::Works to reconnect communications system::

Romulan_Tal:
&::hmm::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&Tal:  I wish to pool whatever intelligence we have gained regarding this alien ship.  I don't trust the Terrans....

Ens_Daria_Longly:
Lt Galen:  Have you come up with any answers that would explain our being stuck here?

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
:::: goes over a few scenarios::::::

Ens_Spencer:
::Leaves the bridge, leaving a note for Commander Winston on where he can be found::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Spencer: proceed to the LAb

Ens_Spencer:
Winston: Aye sir

Romulan_Tal:
&::agreed, they are talking to the ship, since that is the case the ship may be Terran::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
Daria:  Not yet, I've tried several scan overlays looking for a pattern to the problem, nothing appears unusual.

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Spenser: keep in touch 

Romulan_Tal:
&K_Lyn: therefore, Federation

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&::attempts to reestablish comm with the alien ship::

Ens_Spencer:
&<Thomas>::Manages to reestablish communications::  Thomas to K'lyn and Tal.

Lt_Carson:
::checking shields and weapons::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt french: the bridge is yours sir...

Romulan_Tal:
&K_lyn: last time I checked we were at war with the Feds

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&<Thomas>:  What happened?  We lost you.  My recordings indicate you were in contact with the vessel.  What did you learn?

Romulan_Tal:
&::hangs up on humans with a BEEEEP::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
I'll check the  subspace anomaly that is appearing 2000 meters from here on our port side

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&Tal:  Much time has passed; let's make no assumptions.

Romulan_Tal:
&::lousy neo apes::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Sir, we're receiving a request for communications from the surface.

Lt_Carson:
::status normal, but for how long::

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> K'Lyn: They are from the Federation... trapped here like our ancestors were.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  It's voice only, sir.

Cpt_Frenchie:
:: Exits the RR and enters the Bridge ::

Romulan_Tal:
&::hmm::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::checking subspace anomaly::

Lt_Carson:
::notes CO on the Bridge and stands alert::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&Thomas:  I know.  I tried to warn them of the danger, but they have not responded to me.

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt: The bridge is yours....  Computer transfer command to Capt French

Ens_Daria_Longly:
CO:  good evening sir

Cpt_Frenchie:
<Looks around and feel the tension upon the bridge>

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> K'Lyn: I didn't learn much... except that the first officer's name is Commander Winston.

Romulan_Tal:
&::pings alien ship actively, trying to get a lock::

Cpt_Frenchie:
Longly : Thanks Ens.

Cpt_Frenchie:
Amli : Open Channels ...

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&Thomas:  I am still trying to reestablish contact....

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::Can't find out what is causing the anomaly at this time::

Lt_Carson:
:maintains yellow alert::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&T:  I'll keep you posted.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Aye, sir.  ::opens com channel::  Channel open, sir.

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> K: Thank you, I'll try to reestablish as well.

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&::K'Lyn appears on screen, a Klingon female, leader of her society::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::attempts to locate transmission source::

Romulan_Tal:
&::hangs up  on Klingons, we're all trapped here::

Cpt_Frenchie:
:: To the Mike of the sound system :: This is the USS Callisto of the UFP.

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&*Alien Ship*  You are in danger of being caught in the same trap that snared our ancesters.......

Romulan_Tal:
&::begins to pace::

Security_Lt_Carson:
::listens to the conversation, conserned::

Romulan_Tal:
&::annoyed::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::worries about what I hear::

Cpt_Frenchie:
<pense :   :: Catch the Klingon syntax over the UT restitution>

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::have to find a way out::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
:::: goes over power status:::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::notes voice is Klingon, somewhat archaic dialect::

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> ::Converses with the Starfleet Provisionary Council::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&*Alien Ship*  We track the ships that remain in orbit, but have no means to escape.  We have established a tenuous peace among our peoples here, over the years.....

Romulan_Tal:
&::sends up a "weather balloon" with an amplified listening equipment::

Romulan_Tal:
&::heheh::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
@Capt:  Perhaps there is a wormhole nearby.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::locator alarm signals on console, map displays in left corner of console showing location of transmission::

Security_Lt_Carson:
::notices XO looking at power status:: XO: Sir, if we are trapped here, with no way to refuel, I hope we don't end up like them ::points to the other ships in orbit::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
#Spencer: how are thigns going in the lab?

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Carson: we just might but i dont want to spend the rest of my life here... i have Risa on my mind

Security_Lt_Carson:
::raises eyebrow:: XO: Risa, sir?

Cpt_Frenchie:
{Klingon Leader} : Over the years ?? :: Sounds interested:: .... How lomg have you been trapped here ?

Ens_Spencer:
#Winston: Very Well sir... the field is only semi-permeable from one side.

Romulan_Tal:
&::sends up another weather baloon::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
XO: Maybe we need to send an away team to look for a power source.  Is that possible?

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&::sounds irritated:: *Alien Ship* To whom am I speaking?

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
#Spencer: would a blast from a ship blowing up cause us to be ejected fromthe force?

Ens_Spencer:
#Winston: Negative, but I'm still working on the hypotheticals.  I'll get back to you sir.

Romulan_Tal:
&::listening to everyone banter on, just like humans, all talk::

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> ::Detects the Romulans launching their "weather balloons"::

Cpt_Frenchie:
*KL* This is the Captain of the USS Callisto of the UFP, to whom have I the IMMENSE pleasure to talk to ?

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&::decides it doesn't matter who this ship is:: *Ship* Surely you can tell the age of our vessels orbiting; Our ancestors were stranded her 99 years ago.

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
#spencer; aye

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&:: grins at a sign of challenge in the voice over the radio::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::detects launch of weather balloons::  CO:  Captain, a group of what appear to be weather balloons has just been launched from the surface.

Cpt_Frenchie:
:: Turns to the crew for a confirmation on the age of the vessel :: ??

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::nods to CO::

Security_Lt_Carson:
::checks on security teams all over ship::

Romulan_Tal:
&::weather balloon listening equipment is operational :) hehe::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt: 99 yrs sir

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&*Captain of Callisto*  I am K'Lyn, leader of the Klingon inhabitants of this planet.

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> ::Starts the standard scrambling of all Human communications.. get annoyed that the Romulans are still using that old trick::

Security_Lt_Carson:
CO: Aye, the Counselor and I verified that they have been here for that long.

Romulan_Tal:
&::lousy humans::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
OK

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&*Captain of Callisto*  Also listening in to your broadcasts are Tal and Thomas, leaders of the Romulan and Terran contingents, respectively...

Cpt_Frenchie:
*KL* Well .... Kapl'Ah Leader K'Lyn ...We're currently having the singularuity of this region under investigations ...

Romulan_Tal:
&::back to the drawing board::

Cpt_Frenchie:
*Planet based assembly* (refered as PBA as of now) : Greetings from the Federation ...

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::begins scanning overlay to include chronometric particles::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&*Callisto*  How powerful is your ship?  Can you escape the field that trapped our ancestors' ship?

Romulan_Tal:
&::what do they want now?::

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> Greetings from the Starfleet Provisionary Council, I'm Governor Thomas.

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt: we might want to start thinking baout clearing the non-essential parts of the ship to help conserve power

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&::listens to the background chatter over the radio, more bickering between the Romulans and Terrans; shakes head::

Cpt_Frenchie:
*PAB* I am Cpt French and may introduce my first Officer ...Cmdr Winston.

Romulan_Tal:
&::loads a bomb in one balloon, heheh::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::checking ships systems.  Fuel is running somewhat low::

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> Greetings Captain.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::notes an asteroid orbiting the planet, unusual energy waves are eminating from it's center::

Romulan_Tal:
&::sends balloon up::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Amli: did you find something?

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&*Capt* A pleasure.  But be warned of the danger to your ship.

Cpt_Frenchie:
*PAB* Do you have any informations we could use in order to neutralize this phenomenon ?

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::upon checking the subspace anomaly finds the possiblity of a wormhole exists::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
#Spencer:  Amli to Spencer.  Have you noticed the energy readings from the orbiting asteroid?

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> Our scientists have been studying it, but since the Phaco's energy reserves dried up over 40 years ago, there has been no progress.

Cpt_Frenchie:
&*PAB* We're here to rescue you, or at least those who wants to be rescued.

Romulan_Tal:
&::thinking generally nasty thoughts and being a grouch::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&*Captain*  We have a few records of our ancestors.  Most of those records were left on the ships' computers.

Ens_Spencer:
#Amli: Yes I have, I've begun running spectral and resonance scans now.

Ens_Daria_Longly:
Capt:  If I can send out a high resolution takion probe.  I  believe it is possible to bring the wormhole to us.

Cpt_Frenchie:
&*T* Could you upload these files and see that with my scince officer, ?

Ens_Spencer:
&<T> Negative, they are still contained within the Phaco's computer banks.  We don't have accces to them.

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt: I could go and retrieve them if need be

Romulan_Tal:
&:: thinks :P to humans::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
#Spencer:  Did you see the Theta band energy spikes?  That could be the problem?

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&*Captain*  Were you not able to access the other ships in orbit?

Ens_Spencer:
#Amli: Theta and Phi waves... I am currently working on the significance of the electromagnetic patterns being produced by the spikes.

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::finds no possiblity of a wormholes existence::

Romulan_Tal:
&:: this really steams my clams :P::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt: I choses not to go to the Klingon ship. after the Fed ship and the Romulan ship i figured that the ships were all there on the smae reasons

Ens_Daria_Longly:
Was just an energy burst in the vicinity.

Romulan_Tal:
&::plotting and schrming::

Romulan_Tal:
scheming

Lt_Carson:
::checking console::

a:
Amli : Get ready to beam a 2 man AT to each science stations of all the ships.

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&*Captain*  My pings of the Klingon vessel indicate that the computer database is relatively intact; I am unable to download from this distance.

Ens_Spencer:
#Bridge: Spencer to Bridge, I've got it sir.  The asteroid is the key... it is cloaking a ship nearby... the ship is using an electromagnetic inversion field to keep everything in orbit.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Aye, sir.  However, we should be able to download the federation ship's database from here.  They do have minimal power on-line.

Romulan_Tal:
&::starts to rant and rave at humans....being a real bear::

a:
Amli : Acknowleged ... leave the Fed Ship out then.

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
#spencer: a ship? 

Ens_Spencer:
#Bridge: If we disable that ship, the field will drop.  And we can leave.

Ens_Daria_Longly:
:: Darn here we are stuck with some Klingons, Romulans and Terrans:; How are we going to get out of this?::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
#Spencer: can you do a tactical sca from there?

a:
Sec : Have 2 teams of ready to beam to the Rom and Kling Sjhip .. AT must have knowleged of the resopective Science console and mainframe of Rom and Kling.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Aye, sir.  Carson:  Amli to Carson, form two two man away teams to transport to the Klingon and Romulan ships.  We need them to download their main databases, specifically their sensor logs and science data on the anomaly.

Ens_Spencer:
#Winston: Lt. Amli can.

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::I would like to be back in time for the Holo Concert next week::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  I'm initiating the scan, now, sir.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::initiates tactical scan of asteroid::

Romulan_Tal:
&::hmmm::

Lt_Carson:
CO: Aye

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Amli: do a tac scan on that ship.. find as much as you can on it.. 

a:
Amli : Reroute scanners on the outside perimter of the asteroids belt you pinpointed a while ago.

Lt_Carson:
::selects two to go to ships and sends them to TR1::

Lt_Carson:
CO: AT ready to transport on your order.

Ens_Daria_Longly:
@Capt:  by taking all systems off line except life support and engines maybe we could get enough power to get us out of here.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO & XO:  Aye, sir.  ::reroutes scanners::

a:
Spencer : Try to send beams of all know particles to this belt, reading and analysis must be run in real time.

a:
Longly : Not an option ... there are people down there.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Sir, I have detected what I believe is a deserted vessel.  If I'm reading the scans correctly, it's ... Iconian.

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&:: closes comm to Callisto, knowing it is in there hands::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt; if that ship is there it might be deserted.. if so.. we shoudl think about a possible AT to that ship

Lt_Carson:
::waits for go ahead to transport AT to the ships::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
Capt:  we could send a team to the Iconian Vessel and salvage the Deuterium from their ship

Romulan_Tal:
&::paces::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&::sits back and considers recent events::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
XO & CO:  Sir, we cannot get a transporter lock onto that ship.  We would need to take a shuttle craft.

Cpt_French:
XO : Agreed ... Take the lead .. full caution , keep a link with Amli and beam back if anything goes wrong

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Amli: aye...

Cpt_French:
Amli : On which ship .. ? The Iconian ?

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&::realizes the possibility may have arrived, that they could all return to their homeworlds, their cultures::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
Yes, sir.

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt: aye aye.. it will have to be a shuttle no trans lock

Lt_Carson:
XO: cancel the AT to the other ships?

Cpt_French:
XO/Amli : See to it ... Shuttle it will be !

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Aye, sir.  XO:  With your permission, I would like to accompany on this away mission.

Romulan_Tal:
&::  :I

Ens_Spencer:
<AUTOMATED COMMUNICATION> TO VESSEL THAT HAS DISCOVERD OUR SHIP, YOU MUST ANSWER THIS QUESTION.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::stops in his tracks::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
:::looks up in astonishment::::

Cpt_French:
Tedi : I want you to manage you powegrid ... all power for scanning, analysis and Transp. lock

Ens_Daria_Longly:
Cpt:  done sir

Cpt_French:
Amli : Granted ... but :: Overhears the broadcast::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::scans vocal pattern::  CO:  This is an automated transmission, sir.

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::diverts power to powergrid::

Cpt_French:
ALL : Quiet on the bridge.

Ens_Daria_Longly:
::listens::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
AT:  Amli to away team, stand by.

Cpt_French:
Amli : Respond the msg

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::opens communication channel::  CO:  Channel open to respond, sir.

Lt_Carson:
<AT>: ::hears hail and stands by::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&Tal:  It would appear all we can do is wait.  ::amazingly reflective for a Klingon:: And if they could return us to our ships, and free them, would your people choose to go?

Ens_Spencer:
<AC> MY NAME IS THIS.  THE FIRST LETTER IS THE LAST, BUT STILL FIRST.  THE SECOND IS THE LAST, THE THIRD IS ME, THE FOURTH IS LAST AGAIN.  WHAT IS MY NAME?

Romulan_Tal:
&K_Lyn: yes

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
:::thinks:::::

Lt_Carson:
::wonders::

Cpt_French:
<pense :   Geeeee a campfire-boy-scout-riddle ... just what we need now ...>

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
zziz?

Cpt_French:
Amli : Broadcast AZIZA ... all channels all frequencies.

Cpt_French:
Amli : NOW !

Romulan_Tal:
reminds me of the Lsat

Ens_Spencer:
<AC> CORRECT!!

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Aye, sir.  ::initiates broadcast on emergency wideband::

Lt_Carson:
::phew::

Ens_Spencer:
ACTION:: Field drops... Several subspace communications bombard the Callisto requesting their location.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Sir, I'm detecting massive power surges from the ship.

Ens_Daria_Longly:
I'm locked out in ooc

Ens_Spencer:
ACTION: THE SHIP JUMPS INTO WARP A LEAVES THE SYSTEM.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::sorts through subspace communications, initiates stand by signals to all::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
::: deals with the mass comm calls:::::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
Noone::  What the hell?

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&::notes that the Callisto has broken free::

Lt_Carson:
::walks over to help Amli answer calls::

Cpt_French:
Amli/ Ops/Science : Report !

Ens_Daria_Longly:
:;Sets the ship for maximum warp::

Ens_Spencer:
#French: The field is gone... 

Cpt_French:
XO : get ready to set up emergency transoprt to the surface, mediacal help and long range transmission.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
::initiates system and tactical scans::

Klingon_K_Lyn:
&Tal:  They made it........  ::watches as pings fade away to nothing, feels sadness, but doesn't show it::

Ens_Daria_Longly:
Capt:: ship at maximum warp

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt: aye aye

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
::preping mass tr4ansport to the needed colonies:::::

Cpt_French:
Longly : Let her go ...

Ens_Daria_Longly:
Capt:: We should be home very soon

Lt_Carson:
CO: Transport to Cargo bay 3?

Ens_Daria_Longly:
Capt:  Done sir

Cpt_French:
Carson : See that with the XO.

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Aye, sir.  Sir, Starfleet command requests our status.

Lt_Carson:
CO: Aye sir

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  No damage or casualty reports.

Cpt_French:
Amli : Send them a succint report ... stating that I will ahave a full report done shortly. advise them that we're going to need at least 4 heavy load mass transporter

Lt_Carson:
::wonders if we can even transport from the surface, even if we had room for everyone::

Lt_Galen_Amli:
CO:  Aye, sir.  Sending now.  ::transmits message to SFC, receives acknowledgement::

XO-Cmdr_Winston:
Capt: im ready to escort a medical team down there 

Cpt_French:
*Planet* Apparently all interferences have ceased.

Ens_Spencer:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= END MISSION =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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